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Understanding the base sequence dependence of photoinduced
charge transfer and hole transport processes in DNA continues to
provide challenges for both experiment and theory.1 Much of our
current understanding of these processes is based on the use of
poly(A) base sequences (A-tracts) to separate guanine hole traps
or organic chromophores serving as hole donors and acceptors.2-7

Alternating poly(AT) sequences have received less attention.
Theories for hole transport based on either localized or delocalized
holes indicate a substantial advantage for hole transport via poly-
(A) versus poly(AT) sequences.8 However, the available experi-
mental evidence indicates that hole transport across poly(A)
sequences is only modestly more efficient than across poly(AT)
sequences.2 No direct measurements of the dynamics of charge
transfer across poly(AT) sequences have been reported.

We report here the results of our investigation of the dynamics
and efficiencies of photoinduced charge separation across AT, ATA,
ATAT, and ATATA base pair (bp) sequences in synthetic capped
hairpins possessing a stilbenedicarboxamide (Sa) capping group and
a stilbenediether (Sd) hairpin linker (Chart 1,nAT ). Comparison
of these results with our recently published data for charge
separation in poly(A) sequences (Chart 1,nA)6,7 reveals the
occurrence of significantly slower and less efficient charge separa-
tion for poly(AT) versus poly(A) sequences at short distances (2-4
bp). However, at longer distances, the kinetics and efficiencies for
charge separation in poly(AT) and poly(A) sequences become
weakly distance-dependent and are similar in magnitude.

The Sa-capped hairpins2AT-5AT, 10A, and H1-H3 were
prepared by the procedures previously employed for the synthesis
of 1A-7A.6,7 The long wavelength UV (>300 nm) absorption and
fluorescence band shapes of thenAT , nA, andHn series are similar
(Figures S1-S5); however, the extinction coefficients of the base
pair domains are larger and the maxima are red-shifted for thenAT
versusnA sequences. Fluorescence quantum yields obtained using
340 nm excitation which selectively excites Sa are reported in Table
1. The values ofΦf for the nAT series are larger than the corres-
ponding values for thenA series forn > 1 (Figure 1a) and indicate
a weaker fluorescence quenching due to hole transfer in thenAT
series. Fluorescence decays for3-5AT can be fit as either double
or triple exponentials (Table S1). As previously reported for3A-
7A, long-lived components (1.2-2.0 ns) are attributed to delayed
fluorescence resulting from charge recombination (Scheme 1).7

Femtosecond (fs) time-resolved transient absorption spectra in
aqueous solution were obtained using 350 nm excitation (providing
selective excitation of Sa) from a Ti-sapphire-based system having
a time resolution of ca. 180 fs, a spectral range of 425-850 nm,
and a time window of 0-6 ns.6 Transient spectra for hairpin2AT-
5AT are shown in Figures 2 and S6-S8. Laser excitation initially

yields a single band with a maximum at 575 nm attributed to the
locally excited1Sa* singlet state (Figure S9). Initial growth of a
525 nm shoulder over 50-100 ps is attributed to the formation of
Sa-• (Scheme 1), which has a 525/575 nm band intensity ratio of
ca. 0.4. A+• does not absorb in this wavelength region. Continued
growth of the 525/575 nm band intensity ratio (inset in Figure 2)
is attributed to formation of Sd+• which has an absorption maximum
at 535 nm.7 Plots of the time dependence of the 525/575 nm band
intensity ratio for 3AT-5AT have fast and slow components
attributed to hole injection (τi) and hole arrival at Sd (τa),
respectively (Scheme 1). Values ofτa for 2AT-5AT are reported
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Chart 1. Structures of the Sa-Sd Hairpins 1A-7A, 10A,
2AT-5AT, and of the Sa End-Capped Hairpins H1-H3

Table 1. Fluorescence Quantum Yields, Hole Arrival Times, Hole
Trapping Quantum Yields, and Hole Injection Times for Sa-Sd
Hairpins 1A-7A, 10A, and 2AT-5AT, and for Sa Models H1-H3

a

hairpin Φf
b τa, nsc Φcs

d

1A 0.0080 0.0051( 0.0012 1
2A 0.029 0.039( 0.004 0.8( 0.1
3A 0.068 0.25( 0.03 0.5( 0.1
4A 0.15 1.3( 0.3 0.23( 0.01
5A 4.5( 1.5 0.10( 0.05
6A 0.23 9( 4 0.09( 0.03
7A 0.25 12( 4 0.06( 0.03
10A 0.24 13( 4
2AT 0.047 0.09( 0.02 0.5( 0.1
3AT 0.21 1.9( 0.6 0.12( 0.02
4AT 0.25 6( 1 0.03( 0.02
5AT 0.26 6( 2 0.02( 0.01

τi, pse

H1 0.24 50( 10
H2 0.28 110( 20
H3 0.24 58( 6

a Data in aqueous solution (standard buffer).b Fluorescence quantum
yield data. Estimated error:(5%. c Hole arrival time (τa ) ka

-1) and errors
obtained from single-exponential fits to the main rise of the 525/575 nm
ratio curve for1A-4A and2AT-3AT models, and from initial slopes for
the othernA andnAT hairpins.d Estimated quantum yields and errors for
hole trapping. The reported standard deviations are obtained from the results
of three measurements for each sample.e Hole injection time (τi ) ki

-1)
and errors obtained from single-exponential fits to the rise of the 525/575
nm ratio curve forH1-H3 models.
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in Table 1 along with redetermined values for thenA hairpins,
which are similar to those previously reported.6,7

Plots of the rate constants for hole arrival (ka ) τa
-1) versus the

number of base pairs separating Sa and Sd for thenAT and nA
hairpins are shown in Figure 1b. The rate constants for hole injection
in H1 andH2 (ki ) τi

-1) are shown as horizontal dashed lines. The
somewhat smaller value ofki for H2 versusH1 andH3 plausibly
reflects greater stabilization of the Sa-•-A+• contact ion pair by
an adjacent A versus T.9 Except in the case of1A, values ofka are
comparable to or slower thanki, in accord with a multistep hole
hopping mechanism for charge separation (Scheme 1). Values of
ka are smaller for thenAT versusnA hairpins for all values ofn,
the difference being most pronounced forn ) 3. Smaller values of
ka can account for the larger values ofΦf for thenAT series (Figure
1a). Quantum yields for charge separation can be estimated by
comparing the integrated band intensities of the transient absorption
spectra with those for1A (Φcs ) 1). Values ofΦcs for both the
nAT andnA hairpins are summarized in Table 1, and plots ofΦcs

versusn are shown in Figure 1c. As is the case forka values,Φcs

values are smaller fornAT versusnA hairpins, the most pronounced
difference being observed forn ) 3. For larger values ofn, both
Φcs andΦf are only weakly distance-dependent.

Notable features of these results are (a) the pronounced distance
dependence of the fluorescence quantum yields, charge separation
efficiency, and rate constants at short distances for bothnA and
nAT systems; (b) the weak distance dependence at longer distances
for both systems; and (c) the decreased efficiencies and rate
constants for hole arrival in thenAT versusnA systems. We

previously attributed the change in the slope of a plot ofka versus
distance fornA hairpins (Figure 1b) to a change in mechanism
from single-step superexchange at short distances to multistep hole
hopping at longer distances.7 The present data indicate that hopping
is the dominant mechanism for hairpins having three or more
intervening base pairs and perhaps even at shorter distances. The
likely explanation for this distance dependence is Coulomb attrac-
tion between Sa-• and holes residing on A in thenA or nAT
bridge.10 The Coulomb attraction is largest for the contact ion pair
Sa-•-A+• and decreases asymptotically as the distance between
charges increases. Increasing energy of the bridge-oxidized state
with increasing separation from Sa-• should result in decreases in
both the rate constant and quantum yield for hole arrival, which
become smaller as the energy levels converge at longer distances
(Scheme 1). Higher energy for the A+•T versus A+•A bridge-
oxidized states can account for slower and less efficient hole
transport vianAT versusnA sequences.

To our knowledge, the present study provides the first direct
comparison of the dynamics and efficiency of photoinduced charge
separation acrossnAT versusnA base pair sequences. Takada and
co-workers have reported that quantum yield for charge separation
between a naphthaldiimide hole donor and phenothiazine hole
acceptor is larger for a 5A versus ATATA base pair sequence (0.014
vs 0.0039) by a factor of 3.6, similar to our result for5AT versus
5A.4 These workers have reported a similar preference fornA versus
nAT sequences consisting of 7 or 20 base pairs.5 Several groups
have reported measurements of relative strand cleavage yields in
duplexes havingnA versusnAT sequences separating G, GG, or
GGG hole traps.2-5 Strand cleavage studies are based on charge
shift reactions in which it is not necessary to overcome Coulomb
attraction between oppositely charged radical ions. Thus it is not
surprising that relatively small differences in efficiency fornA
versusnAT bridges have been observed in strand cleavage studies.
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Figure 1. Fluorescence quantum yields (a), rate constants for hole arrival
(b), and charge separation quantum yields (c) for hairpins1A-7A, 10A
(black squares), and2AT-5AT (red circles). In a and b, the fluorescence
quantum yields and hole injection rate constants are displayed with black
dashed lines forH1 and red dashed lines forH2.

Figure 2. Transient absorption spectra of3AT at delay times of 1 ps to
5.6 ns following fs laser excitation at 350 nm. Inset: time-dependent 525/
575 nm band intensity ratio for3AT and single-exponential fit to the data
points (red curve).

Scheme 1. Kinetic Scheme for Fluorescence, Nonradiative
Decay, Hole Injection, Hole Transport, Hole Trapping, and Charge
Recombination in Hairpin 4A
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